Room temperature thermo-electric pumping in mid-infrared light-emitting diodes
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We present measurements of mid-infrared light-emitting diodes generating photons above the conventional limit of 100% electrical-to-optical power conversion efficiency. At low forward bias, lattice heat is absorbed via thermo-electric effects in the carrier injection process and released radiatively through recombination, so the diode acts as a thermodynamic heat pump. Experiments support an effective temperature model for electro-luminescence in the cooling regime and refute alternative interpretations of existing results. Although non-radiative recombination limits the power density available above unity efficiency, experiments confirm the phenomenon at room temperature.

The longstanding theoretical possibility1,2 of exploiting thermo-electric heat exchange to enable light-emitting diodes (LEDs) to convert electrical power into optical power above 100% wall-plug efficiency was recently demonstrated3 in a mid-infrared emitter at high temperature and low forward bias voltage. Here we explore this phenomenon in diodes formed from semiconductors with narrower bandgaps than in previous investigations. We present evidence of an LED operating above unity wall-plug efficiency at room temperature.

Applying a forward bias to a conventional heterojunction LED causes electrons and holes to be injected into the active region from the cathode and anode, respectively. When the electrical energy \( qV \) supplied to each electron-hole pair is less than the bandgap energy of the active region, the carriers absorb lattice heat via the Peltier effect during injection.4–6 When these electrons and holes undergo radiative recombination, this energy is emitted as photons. When \( qV \) is less than the average energy of the photons resulting from recombination, the emitted optical power may exceed the electrical power required to drive the device. This phenomenon, known as electro-luminescent cooling, is part of a broader class of thermo-photonic effects, in which the thermodynamic entropy of the photons plays a significant role. Several modern photonic technologies already exploit photon entropy, including solid-state refrigerators based on anti-stokes laser cooling,7–8 thermophoto-voltaic generators,9,10 and semiconductor diodes exhibiting negative luminescence.11–13 The room-temperature experiments presented here address alternative interpretations of existing data and thereby provide further evidence that even conventional LEDs exhibit thermo-photonic effects. These results support the claim that conventional solid-state LEDs, independent of the material system in which they are fabricated, share the property of operating as thermodynamic heat pumps at low forward bias voltage.9

Design of LEDs for voltages \( V \) well below the bandgap energy \( E_{\text{gap}} \) (i.e., \( E_{\text{gap}} - qV \gg k_B T \), where \( q \) is the magnitude of the electronic charge and \( k_B T \) is the ambient thermal energy) could enable devices that harness these thermo-photonic effects for improved wall-plug efficiency at higher power density. Such devices could find application as photon sources without waste heat generation,14–16 particularly at infrared wavelengths, as well as solid-state refrigerators.17–21 Efficient mid-infrared sources are of particular interest because the fundamental vibrational frequencies of many small molecules fall in the mid-infrared and existing sources at these wavelengths operate with limited efficiency.22 Moreover, LEDs operating as heat pumps can become more efficient at a given power as the ambient temperature is increased. As a result, devices of this type may be particularly useful for spectroscopy in high-temperature environments such as combustion exhaust gas analysis and downhole oilfield fluid analysis.

In this work, we demonstrate room-temperature electro-luminescent cooling in mid-infrared LEDs (wavelength \( \lambda \approx 2–5 \mu m \)). At low forward bias, these LEDs act as thermodynamic heat pumps. Unlike heat engines, which utilize the natural flow of heat from hot to cold to extract work from a heat source, heat pumps do not require a temperature difference to operate. Thermodynamic heat pumps, such as the LED in this work, use externally supplied work to drive heat flow in a predetermined direction, typically from a cold reservoir to a hot reservoir. The LEDs examined here use electrical power to pump heat from their own semiconductor lattice to the outgoing optical field.

When the device is off (i.e., zero applied voltage), the lattice and the outgoing optical field are in thermal equilibrium. As the device is turned on, the outgoing photon temperature \( T_{\text{photon}} \) increases, creating a temperature difference between these modes and the lattice at ambient temperature \( T \). In the limit of low optical output power, this temperature difference approaches zero, and the Carnot limit for efficiency of heat pumping (i.e., the heating coefficient of performance) between the reservoirs diverges. The elevated emitter temperatures from previous results are not a fundamental requirement for photon generation above unity efficiency, as demonstrated by the present work.
As with previous experiments on heated LEDs, for \( qV \ll k_B T \), the applied forward bias voltage constitutes a small deviation from thermodynamic equilibrium and drives various recombination processes as a linear response. Part of this response is bimolecular recombination in the active region, which results in photon generation with an external quantum efficiency \( \eta_{\text{EQE}} \) that is independent of current at low bias.\(^{3,6} \)

Thus the current \( I \), voltage \( V \), and optical output power \( L \) are all linearly proportional in this regime:

\[
V = I \times R_{\text{ZB}} \quad \text{and} \quad L = I \times \left( \frac{\hbar \nu}{q} \right) \times \eta_{\text{EQE}},
\]

where \( R_{\text{ZB}} \) is the zero-bias resistance as defined by the first equation and \( \hbar \nu \) is the photon energy. The wall-plug efficiency \( \eta \) (or equivalently, the heating coefficient of performance) is given by the ratio of \( L \) to \( IV \). In the low-bias regime, it is inversely proportional to output power and diverges as \( L \) approaches zero

\[
\frac{L}{IV} = \eta = \frac{\hbar \nu}{qV} \times \eta_{\text{EQE}} = \left( \frac{\hbar \nu}{q} \right)^2 \times \frac{\eta_{\text{EQE}}^2}{R_{\text{ZB}}} \times \frac{1}{L}.
\]

Note that for \( qV < \hbar \nu \times \eta_{\text{EQE}} \), the wall-plug efficiency exceeds unity.

From visible wavelengths to across most of the mid-infrared, the optical output power available at a fixed low-bias voltage increases as the material bandgap energy and the average energy of the emitted photons \( \hbar \nu \) are reduced. For a given quantum efficiency, the increased intrinsic carrier concentration in semiconductors with smaller bandgaps leads to higher excess carrier densities at the voltage \( V = (\hbar \nu / q) \times \eta_{\text{EQE}} \) where wall-plug efficiency \( \eta = 1 \). This increase in excess carriers leads to more photon generation and increased optical output power.

We now present a thermodynamic model to clarify the generality of the scaling of power with bandgap and ambient temperature. When a small voltage \( V \ll E_{\text{gap}}/q \) is applied to a conventional LED, the electronic states near the edges of the conduction and valence band become slightly more populated with electrons and holes, respectively. This change in occupancy from equilibrium is typically characterized by introducing quasi-Fermi levels within the active region that are separated by \( \Delta E_F = qV \). Alternatively, we may characterize the change in terms of the change in the effective temperature seen by inter-band processes at conditions of low forward bias, allowing us to analyze our LEDs thermodynamically and subsequently compare our experimental results with the Carnot limit. We may define the effective temperature \( T^* \) as the temperature at which the product of electron and hole concentrations \( np \) with no quasi-Fermi level separation would match the value at temperature \( T \) and \( \Delta E_F = qV \). For band edge states that are separated by the photon energy \( \hbar \nu \), the effective temperature may be written as \(^{23} \)

\[
T^* = T \left( 1 - \frac{qV}{\hbar \nu} \right)^{-1},
\]

when both species are in the dilute Boltzmann limit. More formally, \( T^* \) is the inverse of the change in entropy per unit change in energy of the combined conduction and valence band system in the thermodynamic limit when an inter-band radiative recombination or absorption event takes place.\(^6 \)

If the thickness of the LED’s active region is greater than the absorption length at the emission wavelength, the net result of photon emission and reabsorption events is that each outgoing above-gap photon mode emerges occupied at the effective temperature of the electron-hole system so that \( T_{\text{photon}} = T^* \). If the active region is transparent below the bandgap, the photon flux at these wavelengths may be neglected. Under these assumptions, the device glows at above-gap wavelengths with the spectral intensity of a so-called grey body\(^{14,24} \) with emissivity \( \approx 1 \) and effective temperature \( T^* \). Simple integration then yields the following expression for the net outflow of optical power:

\[
L = \int_{E_{\text{gap}}}^{\infty} d(\hbar \nu) \left[ I(\hbar \nu; T^*) - I(\hbar \nu; T) \right],
\]

where \( I(\hbar \nu; T) \) is the spectral intensity of a blackbody radiator at frequency \( \omega/(2\pi) \) and absolute temperature \( T \), and \( T^* \) is a function of \( \hbar \nu \). Using Eq. (3) to examine the unity efficiency operating point \( V = (\hbar \nu / q) \times \eta_{\text{EQE}} \), we find

\[
L_{\text{unity}} = \int_{E_{\text{gap}}}^{\infty} d(\hbar \nu) \left[ I(\hbar \nu; T/(1 - \eta_{\text{EQE}})) - I(\hbar \nu; T) \right],
\]

where \( L_{\text{unity}} \) denotes the optical power available at unity efficiency.

Because the spectral intensity of blackbody radiation near room temperature is much larger for 3.4 \( \mu \)m photons than for 2.15 \( \mu \)m photons, \( L_{\text{unity}} \) is much larger at the longer wavelength and unity wall-plug efficiency is readily observable at room temperature in these devices. At yet longer wavelengths, the increases in the spectral intensity diminish and the effects of increased leakage, non-radiative recombination, and parasitic photon reabsorption reduce low-bias \( \eta_{\text{EQE}} \) sufficiently that \( L_{\text{unity}} \) begins to decrease with increases in wavelength for conventional LEDs.

Equation (4) further clarifies the relationship between electro-luminescent cooling, in which a diode is operated in forward bias, and negative luminescence,\(^{11-13} \) in which it is in reverse bias. In the case of negative luminescence, the reverse bias depletes an absorbing active layer so that the effective temperature of the electron-hole system for inter-band processes \( T^* \) is less than the ambient temperature \( T \). Equation (4) again gives the cooling power, but since the heat flow has opposite sign, heat is being pumped from the photon field into the lattice. Furthermore, since the carrier density in the active region must be positive, \( T^* \) must be as well. Thus the cooling power density for negative luminescence is bounded above by the blackbody intensity at ambient temperature \( T \), whereas there is no analogous limit for electro-luminescent cooling at forward bias.

In this work, experiments were performed on two flip-chip infrared light-emitting diodes with emission wavelengths around 3.4 and 4.7 \( \mu \)m. The diodes were grown by liquid-phase epitaxy on \( n \)-type InAs substrates and employed...
InAs and InAsSb active regions for the 3.4 and 4.7 μm emitters, respectively. Efficient photon extraction was achieved using a deep mesa etch, a reflective anode contact, and high-index chalcogenide adhesive to attach a hyperhemispherical Silicon lens to the emitting semiconductor surface.

In previous experiments showing above-unity efficiency, the temperature of the emitter \( T_{\text{LED}} \) exceeded the temperature of the detector \( T_{\text{detector}} \) by roughly 110 K. Because the measured optical power was far smaller than the net flow of blackbody radiation in the responsive band of the photo-detector, previous experiments could not fully exclude the alternative explanation that the observed optical power signal was the result of a linear modulation of the LED’s emissivity.

To address this possibility, experiments near room temperature were conducted on the 3.4 μm emitter described above at low bias. To distinguish the optical signal from the blackbody background and detector noise in this regime, a 1.013 kHz square wave voltage source in series with a large resistor was used to supply about 20 pA of forward current to each device, and the optical output power was measured by zero-bias lock-in photo-detection with a 500 second time constant.

With the detector at room temperature and the emitter held slightly above and below this temperature, the photocurrent signal generated by the LED in the \( \eta > 1 \) regime was examined. Figure 1 shows the two quadrature components of the phase-locked photo-current signal. The phase is measured relative to the drive current in the emitter. The displacement of the solid markers remains in the positive in-phase direction even as the sign of \( T_{\text{LED}} - T_{\text{detector}} \) is reversed, indicating that the photo-current remains in-phase with the excitation signal.

Either a modulation of the transmission through the active region or reflection coefficient from the emitting surface would constitute a modulation of the emissivity of the LED. Since the entire apparatus on the source side was held at the same high temperature as the LED in previous experiments, transmission modulation could not be responsible for the photo-current signal observed in high-temperature experiments. By contrast, a voltage-dependent reflection coefficient could be responsible for the observations of the high-temperature experiment. If the reflection coefficient at the emitting surface \( R_{\text{surf}} \) changes inversely with voltage (i.e., \( \partial R_{\text{surf}}/\partial V < 0 \)), during the voltage-high phase of the square wave, part of the thermal photon flux at \( T_{\text{LED}} \) would be replaced by thermal photons from surfaces facing the emitting surface. For diffuse and specular reflection, these correspond to the ambient and detector surface temperatures, respectively. When \( T_{\text{LED}} \) is higher than both the ambient and detector temperatures, the photon flux during the voltage-high phase of the excitation signal would be higher than during the voltage-low phase. Thus voltage-dependent \( R_{\text{surf}} \) could be responsible for the previous high-temperature photo-current signal.

Just as \( \partial R_{\text{surf}}/\partial V < 0 \) leads to an increased photon flux at positive voltage when the emitter is hot, the photon flux incident on the detector is decreased at positive voltage when \( T_{\text{LED}} \) is below the detector and ambient temperatures. Since Figure 1 shows that the photo-current in this experiment remains in phase with the excitation signal, even as \( T_{\text{LED}} \) is varied above or below the detector and ambient temperatures, voltage-dependent LED surface reflectivity is not consistent with being responsible for the observations reported here while the mechanism of thermo-electrically pumped electro-luminescent cooling of the LED is.

Next, both the 3.4 and 4.7 μm LEDs were studied across a range of operating conditions at room temperature. The results appear in Figure 2, along with previous room-temperature data from a similarly-packaged 2.15 μm InGaAsSb/GaSb LED grown on a n-GaSb substrate. The forward bias voltage, current, and light output were measured for each device across five orders of magnitude in current, extending from conventional operating points where the applied bias voltage \( qV \) is on the order of the bandgap energy \( E_{\text{gap}} \) down to the low-bias regime. For current levels up to

![FIG. 1. At the top is a depiction of the first experiment performed on the InAs LED emitting at 3.4 μm. The thermo-electric cooler (TEC) was used to control the emitter temperature to be slightly above and slightly below the 297 K ambient. The detector was also at ambient temperature. The raw lock-in data at the bottom demonstrates that the sign of the optical power signal is independent of the sign of \( (T_{\text{LED}} - T_{\text{ambient}}) \) as well as \( (T_{\text{LED}} - T_{\text{detector}}) \) as is expected for a heat-pumping LED.](image1)

![FIG. 2. Output optical power versus input electrical power for three room temperature mid-infrared LEDs. For the devices emitting at 3.4 μm (area 5.29 × 10^{-4} cm^2, wafer #6341) and 4.7 μm (area 2.25 × 10^{-4} cm^2, #236), the power at unity efficiency was high enough to be directly observed in our lock-in measurements. For the device emitting at 2.15 μm, it was not. Note: Data for the 2.15 μm LED is from Ref. 3. Insets: (top left) Relative intensity spectra for the three devices at room temperature; (bottom right) cooling power versus current for 3.4 μm device at room temperature.](image2)
2 mA, the square wave source described above was used and optical power was measured via lock-in zero-bias photo-detection with time constants as long as 500 s. For higher current measurements, a DC source-meter was used along with zero-bias DC photo-detection. DC measurements of current, voltage, and optical output power were in fair agreement with AC measurements; both types of measurements appear together in Figure 2.

For comparison, Figure 2 also includes a theoretical curve representing the Carnot limit for an emitter with the same wavelength and active area as our 3.4 μm LED. We take the idealized emitter to be optically thick at the emission wavelength, so that Eq. (4) may be used to relate a given optical power density to a temperature \( T^* = T_{\text{photon}} \) above ambient. The curve represents the well-known Carnot bound \( \eta < T_{\text{opt}}/(T_{\text{H}} - T) \) for pumping heat from a reservoir at \( T = 298 \) K to a hot-side at \( T_{\text{H}} = T_{\text{photon}} \).

For mid-infrared LEDs with a given \( \eta_{\text{EQE}} \), Eq. (5) predicts that \( L_{\text{univ}} \) should increase as the photon energy decreases or the ambient temperature increases. Lock-in power measurements on the 3.4 μm LED showed that \( L_{\text{univ}} \) increased with \( T \) from 300 K up to around 420 K. Above 420 K \( L_{\text{univ}} \) decreased with \( T \), suggesting that the increases in power at fixed voltage explained by Eqs. (3) and (4) were likely outweighed by decreases in quantum efficiency from non-radiative recombination and leakage, and the increased importance of parasitic effects from contact resistance. This temperature dependence indicates that for the 3.4 μm LED, \( L_{\text{univ}} \) is maximized when \( \hbar \omega/\kappa_{\text{B}} T \) is around 10. Although this does not seem to be fundamental, various authors have argued for much smaller \(^{23} \) and much larger \(^{4,30} \) values of \( \hbar \omega/\kappa_{\text{B}} T \) without experimental realization, so this phenomenological observation may serve as a guide for further experiments.

In Figure 3 we compare the results of these room-temperature power measurements with calculations based on Eqs. (3) and (4). At a fixed voltage, as the photon energy decreases, we expect that the increased effective temperature \( T^* \) of the active region electron-hole subsystem and the inclusion of modes previously below the bandgap energy will lead to increased output optical power density. For each LED, Figure 3 shows experimental data from low voltages up to half the bandgap energy. Across this range, the data is in qualitative agreement with numerical calculations. We note that the active area of the photo-diode used at 3.4 and 4.7 μm was significantly smaller (1 × 1mm) than that used at 2.15 μm (03 mm). Thus the longer-wavelength measurements may include the effect of imperfect collection efficiency by the detector; we have not corrected for this possibility in any of the data presented in this Letter.

At higher voltages, series resistances and other rate-limiting transport processes cause \( L \) to fall short of the calculations based on Eqs. (3) and (4). We note that our simple model must break at some voltage, since as \( qV \) approaches \( E_{\text{gap}} \) and the band-edge states approach inversion, \( T^* \) and \( L \) diverge.

In this letter we reported observations of light-emitting diodes operating above the conventional limit of 100% power conversion efficiency at room temperature. We examined multiple mid-infrared LEDs fabricated in different material systems and emitting at different wavelengths. We find that for voltages well below the bandgap energy, the power density of heat pumping is well described by an effective temperature radiation model.
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